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http://www.pivotinteriors.com/about/showrooms


Inspire collaboration. 
Ignite creativity. 
Amplify productivity.
Discover Pivot Interiors. We’re known for creating 
exceptional solutions for companies of all sizes, from 
start-ups to Fortune 500s. Our designs reflect your 
brand and inspire employees to create and collaborate 
in the workplace. Companies throughout California turn 
to us when they want to reimagine their workspace.





From unique lobbies and outdoor spaces,  
to communal areas and cafes, Pivot creates 
fresh spaces that perform, delight, and deliver.

Vibrant, Productive, One-of-a-Kind Spaces

Our full suite of design services includes all the essential elements: research and space planning, 
furniture, technology, ergonomics, lighting & shades, color scheme – even accents like pillows, decor, 
and rugs. Additional services include paint colors and flooring selections, as well as art and wall 
graphics. Our team of experts will elevate and bring your brand to life.

Explore our project portfolio >>

http://www.pivotinteriors.com/projects


Workstations & Private Offices

Work activities have become more interactive and communal, but the need 
for privacy has not gone away. We specialize in transforming workspaces into 
high-functioning places where employees can work in flexible open spaces or 
in private havens.



Your goals. 
Our experts.

Office Environments

Attract new talent and enable employees to 
prosper. We stay current on industry trends, 
such as the Living Office concept, and we 
provide the latest methods in building a one-
of-a-kind, strategic workplace solution for 
you. Learn More >>

http://www.pivotinteriors.com/what-we-do/office-environments


Healthcare Environments

We design healthcare environments based on 
decades of research and experience from our 
team of experts. Lobbies that are warm and 
welcoming. Patient rooms that are comfortable. 
Clinical areas, labs, and storage facilities that  
are safe, clean, and efficient.

Learn more about Pivot Heatlhcare >>

Construction &  
Technology Solutions

Modular walls, raised floors, A/V systems,  
and collaboration technology. Our Construction 
Solutions division offers flexible solutions that 
reduce cost, minimize waste, and grow with 
your business.

SoCal solutions >>    NorCal solutions >>

Maintenance & Support Services

After installation, our team ensures everything 
works flawlessly and meets your needs – even 
if those needs change. From warranty service 
to moves, repairs, and refurbishment, our 
maintenance team works hard to keep your 
workplace looking great.

Keep your office looking great >>

http://www.pivotinteriors.com/what-we-do/healthcare-environments
http://www.pivotinteriors.com/construct/construction-solutions-socal-dirtt
http://www.pivotinteriors.com/construct/construction-solutions-norcal
http://www.pivotinteriors.com/what-we-do/maintenance-support-services


Our Process

We are an expert team of innovators, creators, 
and thought leaders. We begin each project by 
understanding the vision. We ask questions,  
discover your pain points, collaborate openly, and 
ideate as a team to deliver exceptional results.

We’ll introduce you to the Living Office concept, 
and build a strategic workplace that’s specifically 
designed to support your organization and elevate 
the work experience.



Our Culture

Pivot is a community of people who are passionate 
about our purpose, share and live our values, and 
are committed to working together to achieve great 
outcomes for our customers.

Come work with us >>

Our Vision

We believe the right physical environment can 
improve a person’s well-being, inspire innovation, 
and enable them to perform at their best.

http://www.pivotinteriors.com/about/company


Our Products

As a Certified Herman Miller Dealer, Pivot has access to a network of 
furniture brands offering everything from workstations to the most 
coveted ancillary furniture pieces and accessories. In addition to this 
partnership, we have access to hundreds of product lines and use our 
purchasing power to get the best value for you.

Explore our products >>

http://www.pivotinteriors.com/products




Northern California  408 432 5600
Southern California  323 801 2000
pivotinteriors.com
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Contact us >>

http://www.pivotinteriors.com/
http://www.pivotinteriors.com/contact
http://www.pivotinteriors.com/contact

